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Introduction 
On March 11, 2021, the American Rescue Plans (ARP) Act was signed into law. In it, the U.S. 
Department of Education is providing an additional $121.9 billion for the Elementary and 
Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund (ESSER III Fund). This legislation will award 
grants to state educational agencies (SEAs) for providing local educational agencies (LEAs) 
with emergency relief funds to address the impact that COVID-19 has had, and continues to 
have, on elementary and secondary schools across the nation. 

South Carolina will receive $2,112,051,487 in ESSER III funds from the Act, with 90 percent 
being awarded to school districts with amounts determined in proportion to the amount of Title 
I, Part A funds they received in summer 2020 from funds under the Every Student Succeeds 
Act (ESSA). The remaining funds will be used for state-level activities to address issues 
caused by COVID-19. 

This plan describes how the LEA or district will provide the safe return to in-person instruction 

and continuity of services for all schools, including those that have already returned to in-

person instruction. This report template complies with all reporting requirements of the ARP 

Act (Public Law 117-2), the ESSER III grant terms, conditions, and assurances (CFDA 

Number 84.425U), and the interim final rule established by the United States Department of 

Education, 86 FR 21195. 

https://oese.ed.gov/offices/american-rescue-plan/american-rescue-plan-elementary-and-secondary-school-emergency-relief/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/04/22/2021-08359/american-rescue-plan-act-elementary-and-secondary-school-emergency-relief-fund
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Maintaining Health and Safety 
Overview 
A district’s plan must include how it will maintain the health and safety of students, 

educators, and other school and LEA staff, and the extent to which it has adopted policies or 

practices and a description of any such policies or practices, on each of the CDC's safety 

recommendations including: universal and correct wearing of masks; modifying facilities to 

allow for physical distancing (e.g., use of cohorts/podding); hand washing and respiratory 

etiquette; cleaning and maintaining healthy facilities, including improving ventilation; contact 

tracing in combination with isolation and quarantine, in collaboration with the state, local, 

territorial, or Tribal health departments; diagnostic and screening testing; efforts to provide 

vaccinations to educators, other staff, and students, if eligible; appropriate accommodations 

for children with disabilities with respect to health and safety policies or practices; and 

coordination with state and local health officials. 

Description of maintaining health and safety (click box to scroll)
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Policies or Practices Regarding CDC Recommendations 

Universal and correct wearing of masks 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)

Modifying facilities to allow for physical distancing (e.g., use of cohorts/podding) 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)

Handwashing and respiratory etiquette
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)
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Cleaning and maintaining healthy facilities, including improving ventilation 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)

Contact tracing in combination with isolation and quarantine 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)

Diagnostic and screening testing 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)
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Efforts to provide vaccinations to educators, other staff, and students, if eligible 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)

Appropriate accommodations for children with disabilities with respect to health and 
safety policies and practices
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)

Coordination with state and local health officials 
Description of Policies or Practices, if applicable (click box to scroll)
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Continuity of Services 
Overview 
Districts must describe how the LEA will ensure continuity of services, including but not 

limited to services to address students' academic needs and students' and staff social, 

emotional, mental health and other needs, which may include student health and food 

services. 

District response on continuity of services (click box to scroll)
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Periodic Review 
Overview 
Districts are required to review and, as appropriate, revise their Safe Return to In-Person 

Instruction and Continuity of Services Plan at least every six months through September 30, 

2023, including seeking public input and taking such input into account in determining 

whether to revise the plan and, if revisions are determined necessary, on the revisions it 

makes to its plan. 

If a district developed a plan prior to enactment of the ARP Act that was made publicly 

available and was developed with public comment, but does not address each of the required 

aspects of safety established in the ARP Act, the district must, as part of the required periodic 

review, revise its plan consistent with the ARP Act requirements no later than six months after 

it last reviewed its plan. 

District response on ensuring periodic updates to its plan (click box to 
scroll)
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Public Input 
Overview 
The ARP Act requires that school districts make their Safe Return to In-Person Instruction 

and Continuity of Services Plan available to the public online and that the plans be in an 

understandable and uniform format; to the extent practicable, are written in a language that 

parents can understand or, if not practicable, orally translated; and upon request by a parent 

who is an individual with a disability, provided in an alternative format accessible to that 

parent. 

Before making its plan publicly available, school districts must seek public comment on the 

plan and develop the plan after taking into account public comment. 

District response on public input in development of its plan (click box to 
scroll)
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	DistrictName: Palmetto Unified School District
	Email: brade.josh@doc.sc.gov
	Website: https://pusd.doc.sc.gov/
	Phone: (803) 896-1583
	Address: 1735 Haviland Circle 
	City: Columbia
	State: SC
	Zip: 29210
	Health&Safety: Staff are instrumental in minimizing the impact of the COVID epidemic in our prisons, our communities, and in our state.  Note the CDC recommendations of masking, social distancing, routine testing, and avoiding large crowds. Visit the DHEC website to see a complete list of those eligible for the vaccine and the Guidance for COVID-19 Scenarios for Businesses. 
	WearingMasks: Employees are required to wear a face mask and practice social distancing while in the office. SCDC anticipates that there will be a lot of questions about returning to work, so we are including guidance in the form of Frequently Asked Questions.  Additionally, people can contact the Office of Human Resources with any questions and/or concerns at (803) 896-1646.  
 
 
	PhysicalDistancing: PUSD will use desk shields to prevent the transmission of bodily fluid during face to face instruction with students. Desk shields will assist the teaching staff and promote interaction with students. 
	Handwashing&RespitoryEtiquette: Agencies and institutions should still employ measures to reduce the likelihood of transmission in the workplace including, but not limited to, requiring employees to wear masks in state government buildings, reminding employees to wash hands frequently, maintaining directional signs to manage the flow of people in the buildings, disinfecting high touch services and directing employees to stay home when they are not feeling well. 
	HealthFacilities&Ventilation: Palmetto Unified School District follows the policies set in place by SCDC. 

Facilities are cleaned, disinfected, and fogged according to SCDC policies and schedules.

Staff are instrumental in minimizing the impact of the COVID epidemic in our prisons, our communities, and in our state.  Note the CDC recommendations of masking, social distancing, routine testing, and avoiding large crowds. Visit the DHEC website to see a complete list of those eligible for the vaccine and the Guidance for COVID-19 Scenarios for Businesses. 
	ContactingTracing: All employees are contacted traced through scanning of their IDs when entering their schools.  Temperature tests are done daily. Students and staff are tested biweekly and are quarantined as necessary.  

All guidelines regarding isolation and quarantine are still applicable. Agencies and institutions should continue to rely on DHEC’s Interim Guidance for COVID-19 Scenarios for Businesses. 

https://scdhec.gov/sites/default/files/media/document/COVID-19-DHEC-Interim-Guidance-for-COVID-19-Scenarios-for-Businesses_12.17.2020.pdf 
	Diagnostic&ScreeningTesting: Additionally, all employees returning to work are encouraged to get tested and receive negative results before their return to work date. There are testing sites available on the Broad River campus, at several SCDC institutions (please see SCDC website for locations and testing times)  as well as DHEC testing sites throughout the community.  All employees will be required to complete a  SCDC Form M216 and a temperature check by the front gate/desk.  If an employee has any COVID-19 symptoms, he/she should call the COVID-19 hotline at (803) 8960323.  
 
	Vaccinations: SCDC encourages our staff to get vaccinated (COVID) when eligible. The state's plan includes people with disabilities, health risks, state and local correctional facility staff with direct inmate contact and those who are unable to socially distance in the workplace. 

Staff have been encouraged to get vaccinated.  All students (who are SC Dept of Corrections inmates) have been given the opportunity get vaccinated. 
	Accommodations: Agencies may receive requests for accommodation based on other types of disabilities, such as anxiety. Each request for an accommodation should be handled on a case-by-case basis and in a manner consistent with the ADA, FMLA and other laws relevant to individuals with a disability and/or in need of medical leave. Students with Individualized Education Programs (IEPs)IEPS will be amended, as needed, to reflect the instructional delivery model chosen by the student who has reached the age of majority so that appropriate special education and related services, supports, accommodations, and modifications are designed to provide meaningful educational benefit (FAPE) in the least restrictive environment. Services will be provided by appropriately credentialed personnel.
	CoordinationWithHealthOfficials: Staff are instrumental in minimizing the impact of the COVID epidemic in our prisons, our communities, and in our state.  Note the CDC recommendations of masking, social distancing, routine testing, and avoiding large crowds. Visit the DHEC website to see a complete list of those eligible for the vaccine and the Guidance for COVID-19 Scenarios for Businesses. 
	ContinuityOfServices: Student health and food services are provided through SC Department of Corrections.  Education staff provide referrals to health and mental health staff as necessary.  Education is currently providing direct face to face instruction but can transition to virtual learning if that avenue becomes necessary.  The infrastructure for virtual learning was put into place during the previous COVID shut down.
	PeriodicUpdates: Palmetto Unified School District will review its plan after each School Board Meeting. Dates of School Board Meetings:July 7th, 2022October 6th, 2022January 5th, 2023April 6th, 2023
	PublicInput: Would additional technology be beneficial for student use in the classroom? (Teacher)
Yes, always because it can provide more options for diverse instruction with diverse learners
Yes
Yes.  
No
Yes.  
Yes
Smart Boards in the classrooms with Lectures saving capabilities, HDMI Cords with good enough length, Headphones, Tablets to be allowed in school building...
Having additional projectors would be helpful and useful in our class. We currently share one projector between 3 teachers. 
Yes 
Yes
Yes.  . 
yes
Yes It would.I do not have telephone line or a computer line in my area. They did not run the lines either.
Yes, a smart board would be helpful for teaching in my classroom for inter active teaching using Milady, Redken, You Tube, and other Barber educators for Theory lessons.
Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
I believe we are well stocked regarding technology. 
Additional computer programs tailored for TABE and GED preparation would be useful. 
yes we have no student computers and I don`t have a a smart board or a projector in my classroom. 
N/A
yes.  It would allow for more interactive lessons to be taught with the use of technology.  We do not currently have access to you tube for lessons we get sent links to, so that would also have to be fixed.  This would be very helpful when teaching difficult math concepts and would allow a different teaching method to be shown when the methods we use aren't working.  We also still need our computer lab to be completed. Right now we are waiting on wires to be run so that we can use it.  
YES
no
Yes
Yes0
No
No
For the students to be able to bring their tablets to the classroom.
Yes. 
The same programs that are loaded onto the computers in the lab could be loaded onto the computers in the classroom.
yes
It would be great if the few in-class computers in my room were more than stand-alone work stations by being connected to the secured server.  However, I think that these few computers are great and helps with remediation for my lower level students.
Yes
student computers so every activity that is completed doesn't have to be a whole group lesson
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes. Most of the computers in my room don’t work. The Tablets that were given out last year don’t work in education buildings and don’t have Apex. 
Yes it would, but unfortunately I feel it would be used for purposes other than what it was intended for.
Yes
It would be great to have any Wi-Fi  or hard line to use in classroom for the instructor.
We are in need of informational sites such as Mitchell On Demand, Identifix or Alldata.
Yes
Yes
Yes
I feel like if I had Internet access in my classroom I would be ALL IN.
YES!!!


Would additional technology be beneficial for student use in the classroom? (Students)
Yes
Yes
May be not additional technology as much as up to date technology.  For example, the tablets are good, but if we could get them to run the same programs as the students' personal tablets it would be great!

More graphing calculators
better technology
Yes
Yes
Not available as Kershaw is giving out packages and the email was not received before 2:00 PM 06/23/21.
However, i have requested Ms. Heaston to see if yard opens up and she can get my AM-Students to finish the survey for the needs of Kershaw School.
N/A- We are not allowed in the institute at this time so I cannot ask my students.
N/A no students at this time due to Covid 
Yes
Yes. 
yes
Yes, My clerk needs a lab top with no internet access and I need a desk top. I only have a lab top.
Yes, it would help with inter active learning.
Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
They are happy with what is available. 
Tablets. Computers/Laptops
yes as we have to start to do our Nccer testing on a computer at the beginning of this next school year.
N/A
They said they would like to have more access to computer technology. They also said they would like to have some Kahn academy videos available in class like they have on their tablets to help them during school hours. 
sometimes
probably not
Yes
Yes
No
No
Internet
Yes
Yes, if the students could have laptops in the classroom that would be good.
yes
No response
Yes
student computers so they can practice the skill that I am demonstrating 
Yes
Yes
Yes
Will not see students tomorrow as we only have one officer for 2 education buildings. This week is MWF and I start vacation Friday until after the 4th. 
Yes
yes
There are several cd's and courses on-line that are free for student's if they had access.
Yes, we would also like up to date text books.
Yes
Yes
Yes
If there was internet access in the classroom, we could watch more hands on videos concerning carpentry.
YES!!!

What are some technologies that you would like to see in the classroom? (Teacher)
Connectivity options amongst students with teachers for instant individual assessment purposes. I.E.; tablets that work through the network that can relay info back and forth with teachers such as with Apex. Also, having other portable devices to advance learning in real time.
Tablets that have software installed on it. For Example, APEX and ITTS. 
May be not additional technology as much as up to date technology.  For example, the tablets are good, but if we could get them to run the same programs as the students' personal tablets it would be great!

The ability to view all student computer screen at will.
software geared toward offenders
I would like to have programs such AIMSWeb to help with progress monitoring of students with special needs. 
Smart boards connected to laptops for instruction.
Smart Boards in the classrooms with Lectures saving capabilities, HDMI Cords with good enough length, Headphones, Tablets to be allowed in school building...
I would like to see maybe Quizizz or Kahoot being allowed in the classroom that my students can play.
Smart board and tablets 
Smartboard
Tablets or Chromebook with the ability for teachers to add textbooks, assignments, study guides etc.
Smart desk
Additional GED testing computers, smartboards, interactive offline educational learning applications on student computers
smart broad
A projector.
Smart Board for teaching lessons that we can not teach in the institution (shaving, and hair color). An computers for testing practice and writing resumes. 
Computers for students to use in order to become proficient in using the computer and software, and to improve typing skills in order to perform better on the GED on-line Test.

I need software for the smartboard in order to make teaching more effective!  
N/A
Smartboard
More Tools For The Shop.
Our students prefer teacher led instruction. 
I would like to have tablets with actual textbooks and novels available. Really, more than additional tech in the classroom I need textbooks. Not three or four GED prep books, rather a class set of RLA, Social Studies and History textbooks along with the Teacher's additions and downloadable software of/for those books. They contain everything we need. Lessons broken down by standards. Worksheets. Quizzes. Tests. Remediation. Surely we should be able to obtain the same teaching texts that are available to all other school districts. The state maintains a book depository filled with textbooks. We should have access to those resources. 
same as above
N/A
Replace chalk boards with smart boards or even white boards. We would use smart boards in ALL the classrooms if we had access to them.  We also need access to You Tube and Kahn academy in the classroom to use for additional resources for teaching complex concepts and to make an impact with the subjects we teach already.
Internet use..............we have NO internet access. It's not that internet is not available it's that we are able to get on any site. 
Cant think of any right now
Learning apps, more vocational apps to prep students for re-entry.
Typing app
None
I have the technology but I don't have full access to the internet so that it would be useful to the students. I am blocked from showing brick masonry and other videos on YouTube and most of the times I am blocked from looking up parts and materials for my class.
The tablets
Educational Tablets (1:1)
Student laptops would be great!
Don't know what is available
It would like to see in-class computers connected to the secured server.  However, I think the current stand-alone computers are sufficiently utilized to help with remediation.
Several computers for computer-based testing 
computers
Updated computers with connectivity 
Connected computers with access to programs
Computers with access to viable programs
Tablet with internet access for class activities. 
computers
Tablets that teacher can assign videos to watch.
Wi-Fi or hardwire would be a good start.
Repair specifications and information.
More access to the Web for looking up information. Better internet service in the classroom and throughout the building.  More DVDs on Auto Collision Repair.
I would like certain online academic websites whitelisted for use on students' tablets and in classrooms (i.e. Read Theory, SchoolYourself, Commonlit).  I would also like the use of tablets within education only. 
Funding to complete powder coating set up/building
Videos
students bring tablets to class (currently not permitted), more sites white-listed for student use, More sites/apps able to be installed on student tablets.

What are some technologies that you would like to see in the classroom? (Students)
Individual equipment; headphones, audio lessons
More updated tablets with clear instructional methods
Graphing Calculators
Touch Screen Monitors/w stylus
Lap tops for student use
IOS products
tablets with better apps
KHAN Academy
Use of Apex software over laptops for independent learning practices.
Not available as Kershaw is giving out packages and the email was not received before 2:00 PM 06/23/21.
However, i have requested Ms. Heaston to see if yard opens up and she can get my AM-Students to finish the survey for the needs of Kershaw School.
N/A- We are not allowed in the institute at this time so I cannot ask my students.
N/A no students at this time due to Covid 
Smartboard
Tablets or Chromebook with the ability for teachers to add textbooks, assignments, study guides etc.
Smart desk
more computers.
smart broad 
lab top
Smart Board, computers
Science equipment
N/A
Smartboard
More Video Tutorials For The Class.
See above.
Tablets. Computers/Laptops
same as above
N/A
They said school on tablets and more computer access. 
most unsure of what's available. Mostly something they could use on tablet.
Cant think of any right now
Learning apps, more vocational apps to prep students for re-entry.
Noise cancelling Headphones
None
Nothing
The tablets
laptops
Laptops

Personal music with headphones - Teacher loaded music for concentration
Plumbing 2 Text Books
No response/Unsure
Several computers for computer-based testing 
computers
Computers that work
Computers that work
Computers that allow access to relevant programs
N/A
computers
Tablets
Program Logic Controls     
New video series with up to date information.
More videos/ DVDs on Auto Collision Repair. More training aids
Tablets that stay in education for students' use.
Fabrication Videos, Auto Fabrication. 
Videos
tablets to be brought to class, use more learning sites that the teachers know about

Would you be willing to participate in extended learning periods? (Teacher)
No, because the obstacles of movement times with counts, efficient planning time and grading are major factors aside from the fact that Mon-Fri is 1 dorm per day.
Yes, for the students with an assistant back at their dorm to have additional review to occur
No
Maybe
For additional pay but only limited days of the week. I do not want to flex my schedule.
Yes
NA
Not sure of scheduling and the yard movements of the institutions...
If it is during the school time of 8 hours, yes, otherwise, scheduling such is always a difficulty from yard to yard...
Yes
Yes 
Yes
n/a
yes
Yes, I believe four hours per class would be good.
I would be willing to stay for extended periods so students could receive more class hours.
No, but please explain what you mean by "extended learning periods."
N/A
Yes
Yes
I need clarification.
If the question is one of "I am willing to work 4, 10 hour days instead of 5, 8 hour days, then the answer is yes. However, it is clear and supported by loads of research that simply extending class time for the sake of having a longer class is counter productive. Students often become disinterested and fatigued at the end of a 1 + hr. class. A 2+ hour class would actually decrease student achievement and lead to an increase in dropouts.
we are going to a four day work week as of this new school year
N/A
It depends on what hours are involved.  Building security would be a challenge
yes
sure
Yes
It depends. Students can get burned-out if the periods are too long.
No
If forced
Yes
regular schedule (July 1-June1)
4x10s in the summer (June 1-Sept 1)
It depends on the suggested time
maybe
The intended message of this question is unclear to me.  Am I the participant in a learning period? Are my students the participants within a class period/block?  Nonetheless, using the latter idea, I don't think that extending a class period will necessarily yield "more".   Moreover, I think that the idea of extending must be based on the context of each prison due to a host of other factors.
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Define extended. Right now I am seeing 3 2-hour classes IF they follow the schedule. Often they arrive later or get called back later so it throws whole day off. Turbeville student dorms are still segregated so dorms don’t mix. Inmate movement schedule is fuzzy since they are short on officers and sometimes the warden is checking in employees. 
Need more information before question can be answered.
Yes
Three hours in class is long enough due to they will loss interest..
Yes
Yes
Yes
If Needed
Not really
yes.

Would you be willing to participate in extended learning periods? (Students)
Yes
Yes ,if there would be tutoring available in the dorms.
Maybe
maybe it depends
yes
NA
Not available as Kershaw is giving out packages and the email was not received before 2:00 PM 06/23/21.
However, i have requested Ms. Heaston to see if yard opens up and she can get my AM-Students to finish the survey for the needs of Kershaw School.
N/A- We are not allowed in the institute at this time so I cannot ask my students.
N/A no students at this time due to Covid 
Yes
N/A
yes
yes
Some of the students would be willing to have extended periods and some students would not be willing to stay in school longer. This is due to the limitations of the Institution (showers, rec. time and meals)
Yes
N/A
No
Yes
See above.
A mix of responses. Some would be willing to do so if they had more tech and different learning opportunities.
overall yes
N/A
Some said yes others no.
Sometimes
sure
Yes
Yes. However, there are different variables involved within the corrections that may obstruct learning periods. Nevertheless, availability is the best ability. 
No
Depending on what it is.
No
maybe
Some students said yes, but most of them said No. 
yes
Mostly No  
Few Yes
Yes
yes (as long as it is outside of rec times! :) )
Yes
Yes
Yes
I think most would. 
no
Yes
The student's say 3 hours is long enough.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
depends


What is your greatest instructional need? ELA or Math? (Teacher)
Math & Reading/Writing because with math, numbers are exact and must follow strict procedures while all the other subjects reflect the need to know how to read with comprehension and write with structure. Though, math does include comprehension with word problems.
Math
ELA
Math
ELA
NA
Enough GED Kaplan Books,More TABE Tutor Books Levels M and D for Reading and Mathematics as these are the two key subjects where students' gains are measured for funding...
ELA- more study guides from APEX would help.  They do not have that many study guides for ELA.
WIFI  
NA but greater understanding and help from institutions.  They do not notify us when someone is getting pulled for medical or other reasons.  For example one of the inmates was pulled yesterday for a dental appointment and was back at the institution by 10 but couldn't come to class until today.  So instead of them being aloud to come to class they miss a whole day of instruction.
both
ELA
math
To be able to get my students practical hands on training on live models needed as requires by South Carolina  Board of Barber Examiners.
Math
N/A
Neither
Vocational Teacher
Math.
Math and Special Education.
math
Math
Math. We always need more resources in math.  That seems to be the most difficult place for the students to make gains on TABE.  To have resources for the low level readers would be fantastic.  We have a LOT of students with undiagnosed learning issues that we could mitigate with the proper resources. 
Math
math
Math
Math when it pertains to the GED. In the real world, meaning out in society as a citizen, it's reading.
N/A
Neither
Math
ELA
Math help
students
I guess math.
Math
ELA - more reading passages that correlate with GED skills
ELA
Math
Math
ELA
Math
Math manipulatives
Math
Information
Both or needed equal
Math teachers and a larger staff to accommodate more students.
Both
Math
MATH


What is your greatest instructional need? What subjects are you struggling with? (Students)
Math (algebra), essay writing, more access to WIN (career readiness)
Math
ELA
Math and social studies
Math and Science 
Reading and written lanuage
Not available as Kershaw is giving out packages and the email was not received before 2:00 PM 06/23/21.
However, i have requested Ms. Heaston to see if yard opens up and she can get my AM-Students to finish the survey for the needs of Kershaw School.
N/A- We are not allowed in the institute at this time so I cannot ask my students.
N/A no students at this time due to Covid 
NA
RLA AND MATH
how to start a small business  
math
To get hands on training with live models to practice skills learned in barber class.
Math
N/A
More TABE prep books. 
Math
Vocational Teacher
RLA and math.
Science. Math. Social Studies. Answers vary from student to student.
both math and ela and also soft skills.
N/A
Students have consistently said they are struggling in math.  
Math
math
ELA
Updated books. Math. I would like to add that reading comprehension is a struggle as well. 
Math
Nothing
Math, Science, College
Math
Mostly math 
class time
Both ELA & math
Fractions, multiplication, division 
Math 
Reading and writing
Math
Math
Reading or math
Math
Math
Spelling  and math
Information
Some said ELA and some said Math
Math
Math and English
Math
Math and Reading/writing




